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PERESTROIKA OF SOVIET ENERGY: WHICH WAY?
Now that perestroika, dredging the quagmire of mismanagement, makes its way through all spheres of Soviet life, it certainly cannot pass and leave untouched the underlying foundations of the national economy; the most important of which being the energy producing and consuming complex of the USSR.
The newly-opened opportunities for sound economic growth, stimulated by progressive decentralization of a hitherto inflexible administrative system of allembracing red-tape control, inspires new approaches and innovative concepts for national energy policy. It is essential now to make an overall revision of the previous, unrealistic and ill-fated long-term strategy of energy development which was worked out at the end of the "zastoy" (stagnation) period.
The unavoidable redirection of the Soviet energy policy is further evoked by glasnost-spirited public concern about actual and possible environmental hazards of extensive, unbridled growth of ineffective energy production and consumption.
At the same time, due to glasnost throwing its light to the hidden comers of the Soviet economic life, nowdays one can observe a broader and a more distinct picture of the USSR's energy and, particularly, petroleum industry which was traditionally regarded as one of the most "confidential" subjects for public discussion and outside analysis.
It is this happy marriage of the glasnost and the perestroika of the Soviet energy industry that made possible and brought to life the following collection of papers prepared by leading Soviet geologists and energy economists at the timely request of Energy Exploration and Exploitation. As guest editors of this special Soviet Energy Issue, we hope that the presented overview of various aspects of historic, contemporary and forthcoming energy developments in the USSR will help readers to define which way Soviet energy is about to go in the foreseeable future and will facilitate a freer exchange of opinions and a more intensive international cooperation of energy specialists.
